About Us
Tokkies Travel was
established by
Mare-lize Peddie in
2013, combining a love
for adventure with the
desire to offer something
more to customers. Originally located in Walvis Bay, we
relocated to the Swakopmund, the adventure capital of Namibia.
Our main focus is inbound and outbound leisure travel, offering
domestic and international flights, vehicle hire, accommodation and
activities in Namibia and beyond. We also specialise in Corporate
Travel, offering ideas, personal attention and customised services.
We provide exceptional service, combining years of experience with
knowledge gained through IATA accredited courses.
Mare-lize Peddie
mare-lize@tokkiestravel.com

+264 81 325 1277

Why Choose us
We know the details make the difference so we select the most
exciting destinations, exclusive itineraries, and comfortable
accommodation with special focus on tailor-made solutions. Tokkies
Travel is committed to offering travel services of the highest
quality, combining enthusiasm and energy to provide you with an
unforgettable experience.
Our business is Owner-Managed, which ensures you personalized
service from someone that cares. As we expand and evolve, we
are committed to constant forward movement in terms of service,
quality and value for money, while ensuring the details remain our
priority.
We invite you to share our vision and benefit from our expertise,
professionalism, flexibility, personalized attention and
comprehensive portfolio.

Why the Tok-Tokkie?
The Tok-Tokkie is a species of beetle native to
the Namib Desert of Namibia, one of the most
arid areas of the world. The Tok-Tokkie survives
by doing handstands on the dunes, allowing the
morning fog to condense on its bumpy back and
run down to its mouth. The name also refers to the
sound the beetle makes when tapping its abdomen
on the sand.
Each beetle creates a unique sound. The Toktokkie
beetle is reported to be one of the fastest beetle
species, due to its ability to run long distances at
great speed across the burning desert sands. This
is how our business prides itself in adapting &
responding to your needs with beetle like speed.

Travel Checklist

;; International Drivers Licence
;; Health Insurance
;; Travel Insurance
;; Vaccinations
;; Passports
;; Visas

